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Abstract-   Recent years, the role of GIS as a tool in decision making in macro level planning, tourism and sustainable 
development is active. As it works in layers with a stored database using cartographic points, it figures out the issues of a 
complex problem. Kumbakonam, known for its Mahamaham festival conducted once in 12 years is taken for analysis. 
The heritage potential of the town is examined through the data’s collected from site visits, case study and book reviews. 
Heritage town potentials can be classified as tangible and intangible characters. After identifying, the tangible aspects are 
marked in GIS as a point and polygon. The land use map is also generated using digitization method. The result shows the 
varied heritage potential in closer proximity and storing the same for analyzing will help in developing a sustainable 
strategy for the temple town. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
UNESCO has acknowledged heritage as the one which could be inherited from the past and passed to future 
generation. The experience of the travelers on visiting destinations possessing a special cultural, historical or natural 
value, may be a group of people sometimes, refers to heritage tourism. One of the ways of passing and protecting the 
heritage for future generation can be through the means of sustainability, which protects the environment, promotes 
economical growth with social equity. Unless and until the data’s are documented and analyzed it is tough for the 
future generation to know about the authenticity of any location. In that case, the spatial data is integrated, 
manipulated, visualized and analyzed in a GIS by exploring the conflicts. GIS is used as an information system for 
different types of operation like survey, data collection, storage, analysis and to derive at a solution for decision 
making. (Kim, 2002).Facts that can be used in a database management are known as database. (Clarke 
2001).Database manager is a computer program where the facts can be structured, organized, recorded and 
maintained. This helps to sort, reorganize, search the data’s and also generate reports and graphs. (Olukole, 
2008).GIS is proven to be one of the most important technical advancement in planning and decision making in 
touristic information. Than other information systems, GIS is used to encode, store, manage, analyze and visualize 
the spatial and non spatial data. (Dye and Show, 2007). 

 
 

II. STUDY AREA 
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A.KUMBAKONAM  
Kumbakonam – a place of rich cultural heritage and strong architectural character. It spreads over an area of 12.58 
sq.km and according to census the population for the year 2016 is 170444 approx. This was one of the political 
capitals of the Chola dynasty. Since time unknown its stand as a symbol of our cultural heritage against all 
invasions. It is also one of the old Indian cities that still struggle to retain the rich cultural heritage. Like any other 
temple town which is single centered, Kumbakonam is a multicentered temple town with 180 temples in and around. 
Kumbakonam is one such city in Tamilnadu, along the Cauvery River; located in the delta between the Cauvery & 
its tributary Arasalar. Fig 1 shows the historical importance of Kumbakonam and various periods of rules from 
different dynasty. Most of the Shiva temples were constructed during the Chola period. Vaishanavite Temple was 
built during Vijayanagar and Nayak period. 
     

 B. CHRONOLOGY AND THE HERITAGE CHARACTERS  
   The heritage potential of the town can be divided into tangible, intangible and material cultural heritage. 
Predominantly the Shiva temples constructed during Chola period stands from the year of 1200 A.D and Vaishnavite 
Temple from 1800 A.D. The Mahamagam Tank associated with the famous festival conducted once in 12 years and 
last time it was conducted in 2016. More than 10 lakh people took the holy dip in that day of festival. Masimagam is 
another predominant festival of the town conducted every year of Feb-Mar month. The temple structure which 
stands from earlier age is associated with the fairs and festivals conducted throughout the year.  Thus the tangible 
heritage character like temples and tanks has been associated with the festivals with the intangible heritage 
characters. Other than this, intangible heritage characters comes from textiles, statues, bronze casting, and brassware 
have been prominent since the 9th century AD. Unlike Arasalaru, in Cauvery rituals pertaining to river is enacted 
from earlier period. 
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III. GIS AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
 
All types of geographical data are acquired, operated, investigated and presented in GIS to merge the cartographical 
and statistical analysis for a database. As it works with the spatial areas, the system works in application way.GIS is 
used in various fields like tourism, urban planning, construction, solid waste management, mining, forestry, 
agriculture, transport, population control etc. In most of the cases it acts as a decision support system. 
Georeferencing, attributes, spatial datas, non spatial datas, and analysis are common terminology used in GIS. The 
geographical region has cartographic points which have limits and boundaries. The source used in GIS are 
georefrenced according to the co ordinates and the details added to define it is spatial characters are known as spatial 
data’s and other as non spatial data’s. Arc catalog is the one which has shape files created with georeferenced 
cartographic points and used while digitizing. Maps are digitized from toposheets or from aerial photography to get 
the exact situation of an existing site. 
 

IV. METHODS 
 

1. A toposheet of 58 N/5 is georeferenced in ArcGIS 9.3 version. The top sheet layer is kept in the 
GCS_WGS_1984 coordinate system. As the co ordinates in all the four corners have been already given in the 
toposheet, it is very useful to Georeference. Dell Laptop Inspiron 15 3000 series is used for digitization. 

2. As the heritage character is present between the two main rivers, the study part is taken between the rivers of 
around 8 sq.km. A different type of shapes files is created in Arccatalog and it is added to the toposheet layer 
with the same co ordinate system. 

3. The toposheet is mapped in the year 1970, there are open spaces seen in the map. The idea of the study is to 
identify the heritage potentials and the utilization of this map is suitable. 

Fig 1 
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4. After completing the digitization, tangible heritage characters are located in the map using the co ordinates as 
points, paths as line and temple precinct as polygon. 

5. The heritage characters are collected by direct visit and interviews from the Kumbakonam Town area. 
 

V. ANALYSIS 

• After digitization, the temple area, commercial area and residential area were deeply analyzed. It shows that the 
town has more number of temple structures which have been placed all over the town area between the two 
rivers Arasalaru and Cauvery. 

• There are few tanks which are placed in the temple precinct used for religious purpose, near the temple for the 
purpose of festivals and few tanks used for ablution purpose. 

• The fairs and festivals are conducted in the temple region with the combination of tanks which adds to 
intangible cultural heritage of the town. 

• Map showing the various processional paths is marked to understand how tangible and intangible characters 
play a vivid role in a heritage town. 

• The whole town is seems to be covered with the residential area .There are also few slum area in the core of the 
town and nearer to the banks of the two river.  

• The pavilions, ghats and secondary shrines are situated near the Cauvery River than Arasalaru. 
• Table 1 shows the different temple and tanks in the selected study area and its shows its varied potential. 
• These tables are added to attribute table of the GIS to get the clear picture of existing site and its cultural, 

heritage characters. 
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Table – 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(Images downloaded from http://www.justknow.in/Kumbakonam/Gallery-List/ct-1/City-OLD-Photos) 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Kumbakonam is one of the hydro centric towns with lot of heritage characters in tangible and intangible aspects. 
Collecting and recording the characters of the temple town will help for the sustainability of the town. As GIS is the 
one which works with cartographic points, it is a suitable tool to work with the macro level planning and the issues 
can be solved in grounded way. The maps show a various heritage potential of the town and proper design strategy 
could be carried out to preserve the same. 
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The image shows the people taking a 
hold dip in Mahamagam Tank in the year 
1900 

 

The image shows the intricate detail of 
Nageswara Temple The image shows the front Gopuram  

of Sarangapani Temple in the year 1892 
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